Enterprise-Grade Remote Conferencing

Designed to enhance communication and collaboration in the modern workplace, the Lenovo Go Wired ANC Headset brings several must-have features to the table. With Microsoft Teams Certification and cutting-edge ANC/ENC technology, both office and remote workers will have the tools they need to tune-out distractions and tune-in to their work - all in one headset.
### Why Choose the Lenovo Go Wired ANC Headset?

#### Teams Certified for Life
Life is not a sterile studio - we work in loud offices, small spaces, and rooms with lousy acoustics. Teams Certified conferencing takes all that into account and ensures that whoever is listening can hear you. And with Teams Certified tech, you can rest easy knowing you can make the most of your favorite UC platform.

#### Focus on What Matters
Eliminate distractions from your workflow with the Lenovo Go Wired ANC Headset’s noise-cancelling technology that can tune-in and tune-out your surroundings with the press of a button for maximum listening and calling quality.

#### Enjoy Lasting Comfort
An excellent headset is one that can endure your workday and doesn’t hold you back. The Lenovo Go Wired ANC Headset keeps you comfortable with a universal fit (left and right-sided) and intuitive side-controls with LED indicators on the in-line control box.

### Specifications

#### Performance

- **Headphone Type**: On-Ear Design
- **Headphone Driver**: Φ 40 mm
- **Frequency Range**: 20 Hz - 20 kHz
- **Impedance**: 32 Ω
- **Max. Input Power**: 30 mW
- **Sensitivity (SPL)**: >105 dB ± 3 dB
- **Microphone Frequency**: 100 Hz - 10 KHz
- **ANC**: Up to -30 dB
- **ENC**: For Open Office
- **Rotatable Boom**: For either left-side or right-side wearing
- **Flip to Mute**: Flip Boom Up to Mute, and Flip Down to Unmute
- **In-line Control**: Teams Button, Call Answer/End, Microphone Mute/Unmute, Volume Up/Down, Music Play/Pause, ANC On/Off, Talk-through On/Off
- **LED Indication**: Teams Event, Call Status, Microphone Mute

#### Design

- **Dimension**
  - mm: 178.6 x 70 x 187.4
  - inches: 7.03" x 2.75" x 7.38"
- **Weight**
  - Headset only (No Control Box Cable): Starting at 190.8 g (0.42 lbs)
  - Cable/Control Box: Starting at 29.5 g (0.06 lbs)
- **Colors**
  - Thunder Black
  - Storm Grey

#### Connectivity

- **Interface**: USB-C Connector with USB-A Converter
- **Cable Length**: 2 m with In-line Control Box

### Information

- **Certification**: Certified for Microsoft Teams, Compatible with Skype for Business
- **Warranty**: 1 Year
- **Ship Group (What’s in the Box)**
  - Lenovo Go Wired ANC Headset
  - USB-A Converter
  - Travel Pouch
  - Start Manual
  - Warranty Posters
- **Part Numbers (PN)**
  - Commercial (Thunder Black Color): 4XD1C99223
  - Consumer (Storm Grey Color): GXD1C99243
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